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ABSTRACT 
Given the iterative scheme x i+l = BTxi + Y where B, T are fixed n x n real 
matrices, r a fixed real n-vector and xi a real n-vector we investigate the convergence 
and monotonicity of schemes of the type 
where Sii are n x n real matrices related to T. The n-vector iterates vi, wi bracket in 
a certain sense solutions x of x = BTx + Y. We also give necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the monotonicity of the original iterative scheme itself xi+1 = BTxi + r. 
This leads to monotonic] results for classical iterative schemes such as the Jacobi, 
Gauss-Seidel, and successive overrelaxation methods. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Many classical iterative schemes for finding an n-vector x that satisfies 
the system 
Ax = b, (1.1) 
where A and b are a given n x n real matrix and an n-vector respectively, 
consist of splitting the matrix A into the difference of two real n x n 
matrices, that is A = M - N, and using the iteration 
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xi+l = M-lNxi + M-lb. w-4 
The Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel, and successive overrelaxation methods [3, 
Chap. 31 fall into this category. If we make the identifications B = M-l, 
T = N, Y = M-lb we obtain the iterative scheme 
xi+l = BTxi + 7, (1.3) 
which is the subject of this work. (We shall assutne throughout that B is 
nonsingular.) 
With the iterative scheme (1.3) we shall associate the scheme 
where Sij are some n x n real matrices related to T, and the n-vector 
iterates vi, ZLY~ will bracket, in a certain sense, solutions x of x = BTx + Y. 
In particular we will show when the scheme (1.4) is monotonic with respect 
to a cone which is dual to the rows of B-l, and when the iterates of (1.4) 
converge to a solution of x = BTx + r (Theorem 2.1). We will also give 
some additional sufficient and necessary conditions for monotonicity of 
the iterates of (1.4) (Theorem 2.3). Finally we give monotonicity results 
for the original iteration (1.3) itself (Theorem 3.1). The conditions for the 
monotonicity of I.3 are that TE > 0 and the spectral radius p(BT) < I. 
This immediately shows that such classical schemes as the Jacobi, Gauss- 
Seidel, and successive overrelaxation are indeed monotonic under the 
standard assumptions of T 3 0, B > 0 and p(TB) < 1 provided that 
we start with appropriate starting vectors (Theorem 3.2). 
The monotonicity results for (1.4) are generalizations of the results of 
Collatz-Schroder [l] and Tal r2] where B = I, Sll = S,,, Slz = S,,, and 
T = Sll - Slz. 
2. MONOTONICITY OF (1.4) 
In this section we give various conditions related to the monotonicity 
of the proposed scheme (1.4). 
MONOTONICITY THEOREM 2.1. Let SijB > 0, i, j = 1, 2, and let 
Sll - SlZ = &!2 - sm. 
(i) If there exist v”, zoo such that 
B-l(vl - v”) >, 0, B-l(- w1 + w”) > 0, B-l(zu” - v”) > 0, (2.1) 
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where vl, w1 aye cowzjwted from (1.4) then 
B-l(vi+l - vi) > 0, B-1(- &vi+1 + wi) 3 0, B-ywi - vi) 3 0, (2.2) 
i = 0, 1,. . . or equivalently 
B-k0 <B-W < . . . <B-W < . . . <B-U < . . . <B-W < B-b0 (2 3) . . 
(ii) If in addition to the assun@tion (2.1), T = Sll - Slz = Szn - Szl, 
then the system x = BTx + Y has a solution x such that for all i 
B-V < B-lx < B-W 
and 
vi + wi 
x=lim----, 
i--tm 2 
if 
(a) S,, = S,, and S,, = S,,, or 
(b) 1 is not an eigenvalue of B(Sll + Szl) = B(S,, 
(c) there exists a real n-vector z such that 
Z(BS,~ + BS,, - I)B > 0. 
In cases (b) and (c) we have in addition that x = lim,,, vi = lim,,, wi. 
Proof. (i) We will prove this part by induction on i. By assumption 
the inequalities hold for i = 0. Assume now that they hold for i and show 
that they hold for i + 1. 
r; Ro_] [_ ::I2 + :C] 
= [;;: ;:j[_z::j +[“1’ ;j[_;;L;j by(1.4), 
a[:;: :j[_:j+[B; IpYI][_;;::I 
= 0 by (1.4), 
where the inequality above follows by premultiplying the induction 
hypothesis inequality 
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bY 
Hence 
B-l(~i+~ - #+I) > 0 and B-l(- &+a + z&+1) > 0. 
We also have that 
B-r(G+l - z&+‘) = (SIIvi - Srzz&) + (S,,vi - Se,&), by (1.4), 
= (S,r + S‘J(oi - wi), since SII + .%I = SIZ + S22, 
= (SllB + S21B)W(d - zd), 
by induction hypothesis B-l(z& - vi) > 0 
and Sl,B + SzlB 2 0. 
Hence the inequalities of 2.3 hold for i + 1 and the induction is 
complete. 
(ii) Because of (2.3) the bounded monotone sequences of real numbers 
(B,-W} and {B,-W}, where B,-W denotes the kth component of n-vector 
B-W, have limits ak and bk, k = 1,. . . , n. Hence the vector sequences 
{B-W} and {B-W} have limits a and b. From the continuity of the linear 
operator B we also have that the vector sequences {+} and {z@} converge 
to v = Ba and LYI = Bb. Hence by (1.4) 
v = B.S1,v - BS,,ze, + Y, 
w = - BS,,v + BSz2ze, + Y, 
(a) Define x = (v + w)/S. Then 
VS-W v+w 
x=-=BS,,- 
2 
-BBS 
v+w 
lz7+~=BT~+r=BT+u. 
Hence x = (v + w)/2 is a solution of x = BTx + 1. 
(b) v - w = B(S11 + WV - B(5.12 + S22)w = B(.%I + S,l)(v - 4. 
But since 1 is not an eigenvalue of B(S,, + S21), v - w = 0 and so v = 
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BP 11 - Slz)a + Y = BTZI + Y. Hence x = v = ZPI is a solution of x = 
BTx + Y. 
(c) If such z exists then (v - ze)) = B(S,, + S,,)(u - w) implies that 
v - ze, = 0, otherwise we have the contradiction 
0 = z(BS,, + BS,, - I)(v - w) < 0, 
where the equality follows from (BS,, + B.Szl - I)(v - w) = 0 and the 
inequality follows from z(BSll + BS,, - I)B > 0, B-l(v - zo) < 0 and 
v - w # 0. So v - w = 0, v = B(S,, - Slz)v + Y = BTv + Y, and x = 
v = ze, is a solution of x = BTx + Y. 
In all cases (a), (b), and (c) we have x = (v + w)/2 = &lim+, (vi + wi) 
and hence 2.4 follows from 2.3. This completes the proof. 
The above theorem is a generalization of results of Collatz-Schroder 
[l, pp. 352-353, 361-3621 where B = I, S,, 
S,, - SIP 
REMARK 2.2. Condition (b) of Theorem 
condition that 1 is not an eigenvalue of 
= S2s, S,, = S,,, and T = 
2.1 above is implied by the 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that if i is an eigenvalue of B(S,, + S,,) 
then it is also an eigenvalue of 
[ 5::: 5”,::] . 
Let A be an eigenvalue of B(S,, + Szl) and let y be the corresponding 
eigenvector of (BSll + BS,,)T. Then 
= [YWI, + &I) YWIZ + B&4 = XY ~1, 
and hence A is an eigenvalue of 
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We observe that unlike the iteration (1.3), which under appropriate 
assumptions converges from any initial x O, the iteration (1.4) must start 
from initial v”, ZOO satisfying (2.1). Hence unless we can guarantee the 
existence of such uO, ZOO, the iteration (1.4) may be vacuous as far as 
producing monotonic vi, wi, that is z@, wi satisfying (2.3). The following 
theorem which is a generalization of a theorem of Tal [2] gives sufficient 
and necessary conditions for the existence of v”, w” satisfying (2.1). 
THEOREM 2.3 (Sufficient and Necessary Conditions). (i) Let SijB 3 0, 
i, j = 1, 2, let T = .Sll - S,, = Szz - .S,,, and let x = BTx + Y have a 
solution x. If either 
(a) S11 = S,% SE! = S21, p(B% + B&u) 6 1, 
OY 
(‘4 
where p(A) denotes the spectral radius of A, then there exist v”, w” satisfying 
< 1, 
(2.1), and the iterative scheme (1.4) is monotonic, that is (2.3) and (2.4) hold, 
and x = limi_oo (vi + wi)/2. 
(ii) If Theorem 2.1 holds and (S,, + S&B is irreducible,l then either 
v” = w” = x is a solution of x = BTx + Y, OY v” # w” and 
0 < p(BS,, + BW = p(BS,, + BS,,) < 1. 
REMARK. Condition (b) above, 
implies that p(BSll + BS,,) = p(BS,, + B.S,J < 1. This follows from 
1 An n x n irreducible matrix A is matrix such that there exist no n x n permuta- 
tion matrix P such that 
PAPT = 
41 Al, 
[ 1 0 A,,’ 
where A,, is an llz x nz submatrix, A,, is an (n - wz) x (n - m) submatrix, and 
1 < m < n. A permutation matrix is a square matrix which contains exactly one 
element which is 1 in each column and row and all other elements are zero. 
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the fact, establishedunder Remark 2.2, that eacheigenvalue of (BS,, + ES,,) 
is also an eigenvalue of 
[E:: ::::I . 
Proof. We observe first that under the assumption that x is a solution 
of x = BTx + Y, the iterative scheme (1.4) is equivalent to 
and that condition (2.1) is implied by 
and 
1 
B-l(x - v”) 
B-1(- x + mO) 3 ‘* I i 
(2.6) 
We also observe that the eigenvalues of B(.Sll + Szl) and (S,, + S,,)B 
are equal because of the similarity transformation B-lB(S1l + .5,JB = 
(S,, + SdB. 
(ia) By the Frobenius theorem [3, p. 461, [4, p. 321 there exist an 
eigenvector z” > 0, .z” # 0 of .SllB + SzlB > 0 corresponding to a real 
nonnegative eigenvalue p = p(SllB + SelB) = p(BS,, + B.S,J < 1. That 
is 
(S1,B + .S12B)zo = (S,,B + S2,B)zo = ,!a0 < z”, 
where the last inequality holds because 13 < 1 and z” >, 0. Set now 
VO = x - BzO, w” = x + BzO. 
Hence 
B-l@ - v”) ZO 
B-1(- x + w”) = i? I [I 2 0, 
and 
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I B-y% - v”) = B-1(- x + WO) 1 
Hence (2.6) holds which implies (2.1). 
(ib) By the Frobenius theorem [3, p. 461 there exist an eigenvector 
(yl Y”) 3 0, (Y’ Y2) # 0 of 
[p; g] 3 0, 
corresponding to a real nonnegative eigenvalue p 
B=$:: ;:$]=P[;:;: ::;;]Cl. 
That is 
[:$ :::;][;:J = $1 G [j l 
where the last inequality holds because p” < 1 and (yl yz) 2 0. Set now 
110 = x - Byl, UJO = x + By2. 
Hence 
[ 
B-l@ - a”) y1 
B-l(--+fO) 1 [I = y2 ”
and 
i 
B-l@ - a”) 
= 1 B-l(- x + w”) ’ 
Hence (2.6) holds which implies (2.1) 
The rest of part (i) follows by making use of Theorem 2.1 and noting 
that the assumptions of part (ia) of this theorem imply the assumption of 
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part (iia) of Theorem 2.1, and that the assumptions of part (ib) of this 
theorem and Remark 2.2 imply the assumptions of part (iib) of Theorem 
2.1. 
(ii) If v” - ZNO = 0, then zli+l - zoii+l = B(S,, - S1~)vi + B(.?a, - 
.S,,)+ = 0 for i = 0, 1 ,. . ., and by 2.3 vi = & = 00 = w” for i = 0, 1,. . 
and by Theorem 2.1 x = v” = wo is a solution of x = BTx + Y. 
Assume now that UO # w”, then B-l(w” - v”) > 0 and B-l(w” - v”) # 0, 
because B-l is nonsingular. By Theorem 2.1 then there exists a solution 
x such that B-Iv0 ,( B-lx ,( B-&J~. Hence 
[ 
B?;“;;;oj > 0, [B:;i;;;oj Z 0 (2.7) 
for if equality held above then B-l(w” - v”) = 0, contrary to our assump- 
tion. We also observe that condition (2.1) implies that 
[ 
B:;r;;&, 2 [z:: “s::] [_ ; 5 ZO] ’ c2’*) 
Let j = p(S,,B + S,,B). Since (.SirB + .5&B) is nonnegative and 
irreducible it follows by the Frobenius theorem [3, p. 301 that p > 0 and 
that p is an eigenvalue of (SllB + S21B)T with a corresponding eigenvector 
y > 0. Hence 
Y(S,,B + S2lB) = PY 
and 
[Y Yl [Z:$ g] = [PY PYI = PLY Yl. 
SO 
[ 
B-l@ - vo) 
FLY y1 B-1(_ x + wO) 
G [Y Yl 
[ 
B!yfy-+vyo, 
I 
by (2.8). (2.9) 
From 2.7 and y > 0 it follows that 
[y y1 
B-l@ - v”) 
B-1(- x + wO) 1 >o 
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and hence from 2.9 we have that p < 1, and 
This completes the proof. 
3. MONOTONICITY OF xi+l = BTxi + Y 
We can obtain monotonicity results for the scheme (1.3) itself if we 
observe that if we set S,, = Se1 = 0 and S,, = Sz2 = T in the iteration 
(1.4)) then (1.4) uncouples into the iterative schemes 
vi+l = BTvi + y, i = O,l,..., (3.1) 
wi+l = BTwi + Y, i = 0, l,..., (3.2) 
which are identical to (1.3) except that they are for the iterates vi and 
wi instead of xi. We can use the methods of proof and the results of the 
previous section to obtain monotonicity results for (3.1) and (3.2). In 
addition we can sharpen these results a bit because of the uncoupling 
achieved above. We collect all these results in the following theorem. 
MONOTONICITY THEOREM 3.1. Let TB > 0 and let B-lexist. 
(i) If there exists a v” such that 
B+.J - v”) > 0 
where v1 is computed from (3.1), then 
B-l(vi+l - vi) 3 0, i = 0, l,... . 
(ii) If there exists a w” such that 
B-l(w” - WI) > 0 
where w1 is computed from (3.2), then 
B-l(wi - wt+‘) 3 0, i = O,l,... . 
(iii) If there exists v”, w” such that 
B-l(wO - VO) > 0, 
then 
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B-l(7d - vi) > 0, i=O,l,.... 
(iv) If the assz4mptions of (i)-(iii) hold, then 
B-1$ < B-l+ <. . . < B-W <. . . < B-Q < . . . < B-W < B-%J~, 
and the system x = BTx + r has a solution x given by 
x = (1 - y) lim 7ii + y lim z@, 
i+cc i-Pm 
re.kere y is any real number. For 1 > y > 0 we also have that for all i 
B-1$ < B-lx < B-lwi 
\ \ 
(v) Let x = BTx + Y have a solution x. If p(BT) < 1 thelz there exist 
v”, w” satisfying the assumptions of (i)-(iii) and part (iv) holds then. 
(vi) If (iv) holds and TB is irreducible then either vu0 = w” = x is a 
solution of x = BTx + Y OY v” # zero and 0 < p(BT) < 1. 
Proof. (i) The proof is by induction. B-‘(++l - vi) 3 0 holds for 
i = 0. Suppose now it holds for i. Then 
B-l@’ ~+2 _ ++l) = Tvi+l + B-4 _ B-lvi+l 3 Tvi + B-4 _ B-lvi+l =(J 
where the inequality above follows by multiplying the induction-hypothesis 
inequality B-l(G+l - vi) 3 0 by TB 3 0, and the last inequality follows 
from (3.1). Hence B-l(vif2 - vi+‘) 3 0 and the induction is complete. 
(ii) Replace v by ZEJ in the proof of (i) above and reverse all inequalities 
except TB 3 0. 
(iii) The proof again is by induction. B-l(zd - vi) 3 0 holds for 
i = 0. Assume now that it holds for i. Then 
B-+,,i+l _ ,i+‘) = Twi + B-4 _ Tvi _ B-Q = T(& _ +) 
= TBB-l(zd - vi) 3 0, 
where the last inequality follows from TB > 0 and the induction-hypothesis 
inequality B-l(rd - vi) 3 0. Hence B-l(zG+l - vi+‘) 3 0 and the 
induction is complete. 
(iv) By (i), (ii), and (iii) above we have that 
B-W < B-W < . . . < B-W < - - - < B-W < . . - < B-W < B-l&‘. 
Again as in proof of Theorem Z.l(ii) we have that the monotonicity of the 
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vi and ZE+ insure the existence of these limits v and ‘w that is v = limi_co vi 
and 2e, = lim+, ze~i. From (3.1) and (3.2) we get 
v = BTv + Y, w = BTw f Y. 
Hence for any real number y 
(1 - yb + y?e’ = BT((1 - y)v + yw) + r 
and x = (1 - y)v + yze’ is a solution of x = BTx + Y. We also have that 
for all i 
B-l+ < B-lv < B-l& 
B-lvi \( B-lze, ,( B-W. 
Hence for 1 3 y 3 0 we have that 
B-W < B-l((l - r)v + p) = B-lx < B-W. 
(v) From Theorem 2.3(ia) we have, by setting T = S,, = Szz and 
Sls = .Szl = 0, that there exist v”, ZDO satisfying (2.1). Hence the assump- 
tions of (i)-(iii) above hold and part (iv) of this theorem holds. 
(vi) From Theorem 2.3(ii) we have, by setting T = S,, = S,, and 
S,, = Szl = 0, that 0 < p(BT) < 1. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
As an interesting application of Theorem 3.1 we show that under the 
standard assumptions for the regular splitting of matrices [3, pp. 87-901, 
such classical methods as the Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel, and successive over- 
relaxation methods are all monotonic schemes provided that we start with 
appropriate initial vectors v”, w”, the existence of which is guaranteed by the 
standard assumptions. We state this result as the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2 (Monotonicity of Classical Schemes). Let A = M - N 
be a regular splitting of the n x n matrix A, that is M-l exists, M-1 > 0 and 
N 3 0. Consider the iterative scheme 
#+l = M-lNxi + M-lb, 
for solving Ax = b. 
(i) For any v”, w” such that 
M(vl - v”) 3 0, M(w” - ze+) 3 0, M(w” - v”) 3 0 (3.3) 
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where 19, d aye computed from 
vi+1 = M-1Nvi + M-lb, i=O,l,..., 
&+I = M-rN& + &-lb, i=O,l,..., 
we have 
Mv” < Mvl < . . . < Mvi < . . . < MW~ < . . . < Mwl < M&J, 
and the system Ax = b has a solution given by 
x = (1 - y) lim vi + y lim wi, 
i&cc i&FCC 
where y is any real number. For 1 3 y 3 0 we also have that for all i 
B-lvi ( B-lx < B-l& 
(ii) If A-l > 0, then p(llCIN) < 1 and the existence of v”, w” satisfying 
(3.3) is assured. 
Proof. (i) This follows from Theorem 3.l(iv) by making the identi- 
fications B-l = M, T = N, q = M-lb. 
(ii) By Theorem 3.13 [3, p. 891 we have that p(M-lN) < 1. Hence 
the system x = M-‘Nx + M-lb has a solution x, and by Theorem 3.1(v) 
there exist vO, w” satisfying 3.3. This completes the proof. 
Note added in proof. A paper by A. Berman and R. J. Plemmons: 
Cones and iterative methods for best least squares solutions for linear 
systems, University of Montreal and University of Tennessee, Knoxville, 
June 1972, received by the author on September 13, 1972, contains a 
theorem, Theorem 4, which is a generalization of Theorem 3.1 of this 
paper. The methods of proofs of the two papers are different. 
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